INTRODUCTION
Modeling of oxygen transport to tissue is often based on the Krogli model [15] . Although this model uses numerous assumptions, some of them being quite unrealistic [14] , it is still useful as a basis for compari son and investigation of effects of parameter modifications [10] , On the other hand, numerical non-steadv-state approaches are time-consuming and therefore limited in their possibilities. As a result, there is a need for a fast (semi-) analytical solution. The physiologically most interest-ing aspect of the modeling of oxygen transfer to tissue is estimation of the number and size of regions where the oxygen concentration is low. Those regions will normally be at some distance from the capillaries. In this case a model is needed that is accurate at least at distant locations from the capillaries.
For the ICrogh approach a number of mathematical extensions were developed, as a result of which it has a much broader applicability [6, 10, 16] , The most important remaining problem is that of pericapillary gradients, which determine the oxygen level for further oxygen diffusion in and into the tissue. Some studies already showed that these gradients can be of major importance [1, 2, 5, 7-10, 18, 19] . Different approaches and methods on oxygen transport are reviewed in the literature [17] .
In this study, a model is presented to estimate the effect of pericapil lary gradients caused by the particulate nature of blood on the partial oxygen pressure ( p 0 2) further into the tissue. The estimate, a simple factor, can be used to correct the assumption of a continuous distribu tion of oxygen in the capillary. This is investigated in detail in the layout of the Krogh cylinder. There exist previous studies on the effect of the particulate nature of blood on the tissue p 0 2 [1, 2, 4, 5, [7] [8] [9] 22] . However, since the present model aims at the p 0 2 estimation at distant locations, additional assumptions can be made which speed up the calculation and eventually lead to direct formulas for estimating distant p 0 2 drop. This distant p 0 2 drop is caused by plain oxygen diffusion in the tissue on the one hand and by the particulate nature of the blood on the other hand. The latter p 0 2 drop is called the extraction pressure (EP).
A value of zero for the EP can be considered as the zero-order approximation. A first-order approximation is presented here, which determines the maximum effect of the particulate nature of blood and therefore can be considered as a worst-case approximation. In order to derive a first-order approximation, the geometry of the erythrocytes is not considered, and the erythrocyte as an oxygen source is kept as simple as possible, point-like oxygen sources. This source must be located to mimic erythrocyte oxygen release. The location does not necessarily coincide with the center of the eiythrocytes. The analytical solution for point-like sources is well known, e.g., from electromag netism.
The model presented here is based on the following phenomena: oxygen diffusion, binding of oxygen to myoglobin in the tissue, binding of oxygen to hemoglobin in the erythrocyte, a constant rate of oxygen consumption, quasi-steady-state, and erythrocytes as point-like sources. It is used to simulate the oxygen transfer in rat heart muscle. D ata used here are for rat heart muscle. Muscle tissue is modeled as a cylinder of
Fui. 1. G eom etry used tor the model. R denotes the tissue cylinder radius, L the length, 1 ' the total volume of erythrocyte, plasma and tissue supplied by one erythrocyte, /; the capillary radius and A«: the distance between the midpoint of two successive eryth rt>cvtcs.
homogeneous tissue, ignoring possible tissue heterogeneities [3] . The capillary array of erythrocytes is treated as a series of sources each supplying an equally sized tissue volume 1f, and the erythrocytes are equally spaced (constant distance Ac), The system is defined in such a way that as if a stroboscope was used at every time instant t ~ /0 + /A/, exactly the same situation exists, where / is an inteuer number. 
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ASSUMPTIONS AND HASH' EQUATIONS
As shown in Figure I , the tissue cylinder has radius R and length L, The axis of the cylinder is the z axis which runs from ~ L / 2 to L / 2, 'The capillary is situated at the center of the cylinder and has radius In order to use a stroboscopic approach, all erythrocytes have to be spaced equally, and hence they all support an equally large volume V. In line with the chosen geometry, cylindrical coordinates are used such that r
The erythrocytes are at the locations r, (O J), zt) and zi is set to ƒ,/2 i (/ I)Awith Az L / N , where Ac is the distance between two successive ervthroevles, N is the number of * erythrocytes, and i is the erythrocyte index (1 ^ ^ N ).
In the present model the following major assumptions are:
1, The geometry of the tissue supplied by this capillary is a cylinder. 2, The oxygen consumption is described by zero-order kinetics. 3, All the erythrocytes are equally spaced and move with constant speed.
4, The erythrocytes can be modeled as point-like sources, 5, The boundary conditions for the ervthroevles are those of a
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6. The oxygen transport properties of the capillary content outside the erythrocytes are identical to the oxygen transport properties of the tissue.
7. A stroboscope approach can be used, where the system reaches the same state in an interval A t in which the eiythrocytes travel the distance Az between the erythrocytes. Some of these assumptions are discussed in the literature [10, 14] , but assumptions (4) to (7) need some additional explanation.
The modeling of erythrocytes as point-like sources is unrealistic, but not the only unrealistic way of modeling. Wang and Popel [22] showed that the geometry of the erythrocytes can play an important role in the oxygen transport. Therefore, also when erythrocytes are modelled as 'simple' cylinders or spheres, the mismatch of the calculated p 0 2 gradients and the in vivo p 0 2 gradients can be considerable. One of the possibilities to avoid this problem is to consider the p 0 2 at a relatively large distance from the erythrocytes since the influence of the geometry decreases with increasing distance. At locations sufficient far from the erythrocyte no distinction can be made between a real erythrocyte and a point-like source.
The problem of modeling the erythrocytes as point-like sources is that no realistic boundary conditions can be applied. However, when an erythrocyte is modeled as a sphere, outside the sphere the oxygen transport is identical to that of a point-like source* Then, also as a first-order approximation, a boundary condition can be imposed equalling the erythrocytic p 0 2 to that at the surface of the sphere. The sphere boundary condition is not related to the actual form of the erythrocyte. Actual eiythrocyte form is uncertain in realistic capillaries and is modeled in different ways in the literature, often cylindrical but also ellipsoidal or 'parachute-like.1 Since the spherical shape is a ficti tious one the spheres do not have to fit the capillary and the sphere radius rF is not equal to the capillary radius rc.
Since we are interested only in the effect of separate sources instead of a homogeneous source the plasma is not taken into account and a model is used where the sources are surrounded by a medium with the same properties as the tissue. This will of course result in a different resistance to oxygen transport in the capillary region than if plasma were incorporated in the model. Note that in the calculations the p 0 2 in the capillary is so high that myoglobin does not play a role in the capillary and that the plasma volume is small compared to the tissue volume. The extraction pressure calculated with this model accounts only for the effect of discrete sources. A more sophisticated model will need an additional calculation of the differences in the oxygen transport between tissue and plasma.
The stroboscope approach must be considered as a first-order ap proach. It will be a valid model in the limiting case of stagnant erythrocytes. Therefore for low erythrocyte velocities this approach is likely to result in good approximations. A more quantitative motivation for the use of the stroboscope approach is considered in Appendix A.
In tissue the oxygen transport is determined by the diffusion of oxygen and the diffusion of oxymyoglobin. The equations describing diffusion and consumption are given below for a static frame. The flux based on the diffusion of oxygen (J 0 i) is:
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where p is oxygen partial pressure, 3d is the oxygen permeability constant, and V is the gradient operator. The flux of oxymyoglobin (J 0 Mb) is described by:
where £>0 -,M b ^ the oxymyoglobin diffusion constant, and c0 Mb is the concentration of oxymyoglobin. Now the total oxygen flux can be written as
Based on mass balance the following nonsteady-state equation can be derived:
i where Q is the oxygen consumption, c0 is the total amount of oxygen per volume, and t is the time. Since steady-state is assumed, dcQi / dt = 0, and if is homogeneous, (3) and (4) can be combined to
where p * drives the diffusion. If the diffusivity of myoglobin and oxymyoglobin are identical, the myoglobin facilitation can be modeled 170 by [10] :
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where sm is the myoglobin saturation, p v = £>o2Mb(c Mb + co 2M b )/^ is the facilitation pressure, and p 50Mb is the p 0 2 at which the myoglobin is 50% saturated.
Within the erythrocytes the binding of oxygen to hemoglobin is assumed to follow Hill's equation, which states for the saturation (s) where n is the Hill coefficient and p 50 is the p 0 2 at which the hemoglobin is 50% saturated. This equation adequately describes the oxygen binding curve for saturation values higher than about 10%.
OXYGEN LOSS OF ERYTHROCYTES
In the stroboscope approach we need to consider the time At in which the erythrocytes travel a distance A z. The oxygen loss of the erythrocytes and the intermediate plasma is equal to the total amount of oxygen consumed in a certain tissue volume VT. The actual location of this tissue volume is not relevant. From Figure 1 it might be inferred that VT is coincident with V -7rrc 2 Az, but that volume also receives oxygen from other sources while oxygen from the adjacent source diffuses to other cylinder slices. The volume of Vr is numerically equal to V -n r l Az, but the shape and location are not defined here. Within the subsequent discretization steps the oxygen loss can be defined as where ni is the oxygen contained in the plasma and the erythrocyte in and around erythrocyte i , and v is the velocity of the erythrocytes. The total amount of oxygen in erythrocyte i is
where cHm is the oxygen binding capacity, which is equal to the heme concentration (four times hemoglobin concentration), i f is the oxygen saturation of hemoglobin in erythrocyte i, a E is the oxygen solubility inside the erythrocyte, and p E , • the p 0 2 inside erythrocyte i. The total amount of oxygen in both the erythrocyte and its surrounding plasma volume is
where a p is the oxygen solubility in the plasma, Vp is the plasma volume assigned to the erythrocyte with volume VE , and p • the mean p 0 2 in the plasma. We assume that the difference A pE = p E i -p ; is a constant. This assumption is valid when a pp p iVp is small compared to ni+, -Note that a pp p i Vp itself is a small fraction of n r Thus it can be derived that
cHmi/H (^+ i -'y!) + («Ef/ E + a pVp) ( p EJ+l-p UJ) = ~Q y T~" -(11)
The sum of erythrocyte volume and plasma volume can be replaced by ,rrc 2 A z = V e + K (12) ERYTHROCYTES AS POINT-LIKE SOURCES 171
and the tissue volume VT can be substituted by
The blood flow F and the capillary hematocrit H are introduced by
With these substitutions, (11) can be transformed to
This can be interpreted as a discrete version of the formulas used by Klitzman et al. [13] . They developed a continuum treatment to obtain boundary conditions for the tissue oxygenation describing differential equations. Since s and are related, all p E J can be determined when the p 0 2 of the first erythrocyte is known. As a starting condition for p E , the arteriolar p 0 2,p a is used.
SPHERICAL SYMMETRIC SOL UTION
The cylindrical solution is derived from the spherical symmetric solution for one point source in a large homogeneous tissue unit. In a sphere, the spherical coordinate system is used, defined as F = (p ,0,<f>) with the origin at the point-like source. Because of spherical symmetry, only the distance p from the center has to be considered and the angles 0 and 4 > can be omitted. This results in the following Laplace operator:
n an '
n 2 d p \H dp) dp2 P dp ' When the general solution to (5) 
GENERALIZED SOL UTION
The spherical solution can be extended to a general solution. To do so, the three parts of (18) have to be qualified and transformed into a general representation. The generalized solution will be presented inde pendent of the geometry, which implies that the equations will be in terms of the vector T. The three parts will be transformed as follows:
• The contribution of surrounding tissue ( Q / 4^) ( 2 p 2/3 ) depends on the geometry of the system and is specific for the spherical solution.
The generalized form of 2p2/3 is denoted by <500 and will be called the field term. This field term depends on the boundary conditions and will be specified later.
• The source term V/{rrp ) can be written as V / (< ,rr\r-~r$ where 7^ is the location of erythrocyte i. In a general system there will be N eiythrocytes and the total contribution of the sources will be the sum of the particulate contributions.
• P q can be interpreted as a general level of p 0 2 and will be accounted for in the field term.
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Now the generalized solution can be written as 173 p * = é (« I
CYLINDRICAL SOLUTION
In the cylinder r = O, </>, z) is used as coordinate system. Since the cylinder is axisymmetric, the solution is independent of the angle cj>. Therefore the Laplace operator is
V -7 T r ( r T r ) + ^ï~J r ï + 7 J 7 + -^ï-
The field term of (19) can be written as <Kr,z). <i>(r,z) is a solution of the equation V2<t> = 4, according to (5) . In combination with (20) this leads to
An approximation of a general solution to (21) is
where r2 is the particulate solution independent of z, the ln( ) terms are a correction for the decrease in the source term at the borders ± L /2 , the C f n a series of coefficients to be determined from the boundary conditions (see next section), M is the number of C'n con stants, and
In our simulations we found that the number of Cn constants could be limited to five to obtain a satisfactory approximation. 
FITTING OF HARMONIC FUNCTION
The calculated p 0 2s at the locations of the erythrocytes have to match the p 0 2 of the erythrocytes. Since the erythrocytes are not real point-like sources and do have volume, they are treated as spheres and the following interpretation of the erythrocyte p 0 2 is used:
" It where rE is the radius of a sphere with the same volume as a erythro cyte. This means that the average pressure at r*-(rE, ip,z-) around the i th erythrocyte will be used as average erythrocyte rim pressure. Conse quently, the same holds for p\ Hence, when (24) is used, the oxygen driving force for erythrocyte i will be
\ j~i iryrE + ( z i -Z j )
Since p Eti can be calculated with (16), the M constants C n in (22) can be fitted using least squares approximation. It turned out that M = 5 yields sufficiently accurate approximations.
EXTRACTION PRESSURE
When blood is modeled as a homogeneous fluid with an averaged heme concentration value, a pressure drop is used to account for the difference in behavior of homogeneous and heterogeneous blood. This pressure drop is called the extraction pressure [10, 11] or capillary barrier [12, 20] . For reasons stated by Hoofd [10] the term extraction pressure is used here. The extraction pressure (EP) is mathematically defined by
where p r^he is p 0 2 at the capillary border at z = z/ for heteroge neous blood and p r^h0 the /? 0 2 at the capillary border for homoge neous blood resulting in the same p 0 2 at distant locations. Krogh published a formula for the calculation of the pressure drop from the capillary border into the tissue cylinder [15] . It was developed for tissue without myoglobin, but it can be applied directly for diffusion with facilitation [10] . With use of (6) the pr^ho can be calculated by setting the p 0 2 at the cylinder rim for homogeneous blood equal to that calculated for heterogeneous blood:
where Ap*0 is the difference in p * at the capillary border and the tissue border for the homogeneous case.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The major parameter concerning the particulate nature of blood is the hematocrit value. To investigate the effect of changes in hematocrit, the total oxygen supply has to be the same in all situations. Therefore the effects of different hematocrit values are considered at a constant product of blood flow and hematocrit. A similar investigation was done by Tsai and Intaglietta [19] using a numerical method. They developed a model with cylindrical ejrythrocytes and assumed steady-state kinetics for time intervals A t in which the erythrocytes travel a distance equal to their length.
The parameter values used in the simulations are listed in Table 1 . At high hematocrit values, the effect of pericapillary gradients as caused by the particulate nature will be lower than at low hematocrit values. This is obvious when the theoretical hematocrit value of 100% is used. In that case the capillary will be stuffed with erythrocytes in such a way that it becomes a homogeneous cylinder with erythrocyte contents. The physiologically interesting range of hematocrit is 20-50% [19] ; therefore hematocrit values of 50, 30 and 20% are used. The simulations are visualized in graphs of the p 0 2 against r and z. The formulas that were derived are only valid outside the erythrocytes. Table 1. near the capillary fades out towards the tissue cylinder border and that the amplitude of the oscillations increases with decreasing hematocrit values. This is in accordance with expectation. For a hematocrit of 50% the amplitude decreases from 1.2 kPa at the capillary border to 0.01 kPa at the tissue cylinder rim, and for 20% the amplitude is reduced from 4.9 kPa to 0.2 kPa. In Figure 2c the p 0 2 gradient is shown for a hematocrit value of 20%. In this case, the oscillations are still visible at the tissue border although they are much lower than at the capillary border. To investigate the disappearance of the oscillations at this hematocrit value, a simulation has also been done for a larger tissue cylinder radius. In order to compare both simulations at 20% hemat ocrit, an identical total oxygen consumption has been used in both tissue cylinders. This is obtained by setting the product of tissue volume and the oxygen consumption to a constant value. As can be seen in Figure 3 , the amplitude has diminished considerably more, namely, from 1.6 at the capillary rim to 0.01 at the cylinder rim.
In some literature, a much lower arteriolar p 0 2 is used, which contributes to a lower p 0 2 in the tissue [7] . This will not have any effect on the amplitude on itself, as the oscillations are induced by the sum term of (24). When the tissue p 0 2 drops to p 50)Mb, the oscillations arê 5V F ig. 3. Simulations for a hematocrit value of 20% with doubled tissue cylinder radius.
also damped by the facilitation since the oscillations are introduced in /?*, and it can be derived from (6) that the amplitude will at least be half of the amplitude without facilitation. When the arterial p 0 2 is taken to be 8 kPa (60 mmHg) (not shown here) the leveling effect of the facilitation is not visible since hardly any decrease in amplitude can be seen compared to the normal p 0 2 gradient along the tissue cylinder border at a hematocrit value of 20%. At the end of the capillary and at the cylinder rim, the amplitude is 0.11 kPa in this case compared to 0.15 kPa in Figure 2c .
In the hematocrit range chosen for the simulations, the oscillations have been reduced sufficiently to use the p 0 2 at the cylinder border for calculation of the extraction pressure for homogeneous blood. As shown in Figure 4 , the extraction pressure for the different hematocrit values ranges from 0.5 kPa to 2.6 kPa and is only slightly lower towards the venous end than at the arterial side. It should be noted that the extraction pressure found with the aid of the presented model results from the particulate nature only and is independent of the difference in oxygen transport in the capillary and the tissue.
The EP is meant to correct the assumption of homogeneous blood; however, one has to be careful in applying this assumption to blood with low hematocrit values. Federspiel and Sarelius [5] found that blood is homogeneous with respect to oxygen supply at hematocrit values as low as 20% at low oxygen consumption, i.e., resting muscle. In working muscle the blood was found to be homogeneous only for hematocrit values of about 50%. Additionally, Groebe and Thews [8] concluded for maximally working skeletal muscle 'that non-uniformity of the oxygen flux out of the capillaries due to large inter-erythrocytic plasma gaps does not play an important role for tissue oxygen supply as long as average red blood cell spacing is sufficiently small to guarantee an appropriate overall capillary oxygen flux,' Heliums [9] investigated the effect of the discrete cell treatment compared to the continuum treat ment by means of a change in resistance. He found an increased resistance for the discrete cell treatment. Federspiel and Popel [4] developed a model for the oxygen transport in the capillaries where blood was treated as a two-phase medium and they showed that the capillary mass transfer coefficient depends on the spacing and the clearance ( R / re) of the particles in the capillary. They found an increased resistance for increased spacing, which is expressed in this study as an increased EP. The clearance does not play a role in the present study since the plasma is not incorporated in the model.
Tsai and Intaglietta [18] found that at a hematocrit value of 20% an empirically based distribution of sources yields the same levels of oxygenation as an even spacing. Therefore, the combination of EP values and the assumption of homogeneous blood is probably valid for hematocrit values as low as 20%. Lower hematocrit values can cause an unevenly spaced system to behave differently at erythrocyte trails and at the gaps within the erythrocyte trails, resulting in different EP values depending on the local erythrocyte spacing.
CONCLUSIONS
In the literature different models have been presented that describe parts of the oxygen transport to muscle tissue. All those models have their own objectives and most of them can roughly be divided into two major groups: one describing the oxygen transport in and close to at most a few capillaries and thus taking into account the particulate nature of blood, and one describing full tissue oxygenation-many capillaries-with the assumption of homogeneous blood. The model presented here extends the latter class of models to heterogeneous blood by estimating the EP. This model is used as a basis for the calculation of the EP results in similar p 0 2 gradients as those obtained by Tsai and Intaglietta [19] .
It is shown here that the modeling of erythrocytes as point-like sources can be used to estimate the EP. At physiologically valid ranges of parameter choices, a p 0 2 gradient at the tissue cylinder rim in the 2 direction is found comparable to the gradient for Krogh-like solutions. The oscillations in the p 0 2 gradient generated by the erythrocytes have an amplitude that depends strongly on the hematocrit value and tissue radius, and, to a lesser extent, also on the facilitation of oxygen transport by myoglobin. The effect of the first two parameters can be explained by their relation to the support volume since the oscillating part of the equations depends on this volume. The decrease in ampli tude caused by the facilitation can be explained by the leveling effect of the facilitation on p 0 2 at low p 0 2 values.
The EP not only depends on capillary parameters such as the hematocrit and the capillary radius, but also on tissue parameters such as the tissue volume supplied by one erythrocyte, the permeability, and the oxygen consumption rate. For a given set of parameters, the EP is almost constant throughout the tissue cylinder length; hence it can easily be used as a constant in calculations involving the Krogh equa tions. In this way the estimations for the oxygenation level of different tissues regions can be enhanced. At low hematocrit values, however, one has to be careful when treating blood as a homogeneous medium.
APPENDIX A: VALIDATION OF STROBOSCOPE A P P R O A C H
The use of a stroboscope approach is based on the assumption of quasi-steady state. This assumption applied to (4) results in the assump tion dc0i / d t = 0. This is normally only true for « Tv, where r D is the characteristic time for diffusion and t v is the characteristic time for the velocity of the erythrocytes. These are defined as
where a is a characteristic distance to be found from the distances of the system. There are two distances involved, the erythrocyte spacing A 2 and the blood/tissue interface at r = rc so that a presumably is a combination of these two. Both blood and tissue separately are stationary systems; the time-de pendent phenomena originate from the interface. When an erythrocyte passes by, local tissue boundary conditions are different from when a plasma gap passes by. Single erythrocytes can be discerned only for A 2 > 0, or better when the individual sources are distinct. That implies that the analysis can be focused on the part of (24) that is ascribed to ERYTHROCYTES AS POINT-LIKE SOURCES the sources:
In Figure 5 it is shown that without the sum term no oscillations can be found and that the contribution of the sum term is only the oscillations. Equation (A2) can be considered as resulting from a stroboscope flash at time t = 0 and the corresponding nonsteady extension around that moment is found replacing 2 by 2 -vt. ' Around that moment' can be specified as -< t < where A 2 = u Ai. We have to consider the time-dependent nonsteady extension at r = rc which we will denote by 2 having dimension length" 1:
Verification of the assumption dcQi / dt = 0 now comes down to show ing that 3 % / dt is small, i.e., (much) smaller than the other terms in the differential equation, notably
When worked out, this results in done by extending the summation to i: -oo-> +00 and choosing a value of z -vt between -\Az and + \Az so that we can take z(-= / Az. Because of its symmetry, the evaluation of the right-hand term of (A5) at z -vt = 0 to determine r D is straightforward:
r.
-30 {rc2 -f-r A z 2) 
where the function g D is defined to represent the summation in terms of the dimensionless fraction A z / r c. The left-side term of (A5) is antisymmetric and therefore yields zero at z -vt = 0; or, better, at z -vt = \k A z for any integer value of k . Therefore, it seems reason able to choose a value in between, z -vt -\Az for the evaluation of rv: ' (A8) Obviously, this quantity linearly depends on v so that the stroboscope method will be valid at least in the limit v -» 0. For the influence of Az and rc, the quotient g v / g D has to be considered which depends on the quotient of these two. Two regimes are important: small and large A z / r c. For Az -» 0, the sources come so close that they can no longer be discerned individually and the capillary blood looks homogeneous. Accordingly, in Figure 4 EP is found to approach zero. From the same figure the other regime, large Az, is seen to be more interesting. It is easily derived that gD 1, gv 0 in the limit for A z / r c ->00, or, better so that the stroboscope method also will be valid for lai'ge Az:
A z 2 » 1 4 .7^rc 3.
For the data used here this implies A z2 » (8.3 /jlm)2. The cases considered here mostly do not fall within these low-and high-A z restraints, but is seems more important that the stroboscope approach is expected to be valid for both small and large A z and consequently might be considered a valuable first-order approximation also for the remaining range of Az values. Anyhow, it is expected to be a good approximation for low velocities v. oxygen contained in plasma and erythrocyte at source i P oxygen partial pressure P* oxygen diffusion driving quantity
